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Germany’s Hold on Belgian Coast1 RED CROSS EXHIBITS AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
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FOR THE SOLDIERSAmerican Correspondent Visits Middelkerke, Where 
Sailor-Cavalry is on Duty—Shells Reach Town— 
Church Hit, and Germans Also Point Out Hospital 
That Was Not Spared

>

Seriously Affect Our Men In 
South West Africa
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dawn, looked so unhappy hanging around 
town as to be worth investigating. Had 
their morale been badly mauled by the 
Belgians or the British cannon ? They 
certainly did not look up to par; nor 
what one expected of the Kaiser’s fight
ing men. They were thinking regretful
ly of their happy homes in the front 
trenches I The men here, I learned, hated 
to quit the firing line, and go back into 
reserve in the villages, because it meant 
packing up and leaving their comfort
able de luxe trenches ! For the trenches, 
which have been inhabited for so long 
and the bomb-proof underground 'cot-' 
.tages” have gradually been “furnished” 
until they are now the last word in fir
ing line comfort.

Most of the furnishings of the Palace 
Hotel at Ostend, whose proprietor had 
apparently made the mistake of fleeing 
at the coming of the Germans, are said 
to have found their way to the front- 
chairs, tables, sofas, toilet sets, even 
bath-tubs are to be found in the trenches 
and the shelters thât honeycomb the 
sand dunes—veritable $10 a day room j 
and bath propositions.

The roof of a skyscraper hotel on the 
shore front (whose name I forgot to in
quire) would have afforded a magnific
ent view, but a manoeuvre in that di
rection was nipped by the staff officer. 
“We would draw the fire of the British 
guns' if we stood on the roof silhoutted 
against the sky,’ ’he said. Then let us 
look out of an upper window. “An en
emy observer would be sure to spot us.” 
We promised to be as circumspect as 
harem beauties, and if necessary, put a 
bag over'our heads and peer out between 
closed blinds, but he wouldn’t take any 
chances on our • acting like magnets on 
“Anglo-American shells.

The seeming excessive caution prac
ticed here gave you a vivid feeling of 
just what it meant for the Germans to 
be constantly exposed to the dangers of 
a flank attack from the Channel while 
putting up a stiff front against the Bel
gians on land. You felt it yourself— 
how the Germans were extending them
selves to the limit, straining every nerve 
and sinew to hold the coast against | 
heavy odds.

Sailors on Land Duty.
The “watch on the Chànne}” is being 

held, though not exclusivelyliy sailors 
and marines. The marines wear field- 
gray uniforms and are to be spotted only 
by their curiously shaped bonnets. The 
land sailors, though, wear regulation 
navy blue toggery, flapping, wide-bot
tomed trousers, caps with two black rib
bon streamers down the back, rolling 
walk and all—big, bronzed fellows, most 
of them, many with neatly trimmed Van 
Dyke beards. They are the finest fight
ers I have seen on either front, east oi 
west. ( Sailors navigating the sand dunes 
ahorse are one of the novelties offered 
here; sailors *ith cavalry boots and 
spurs! They are picturesque figures, 
these sailor cavalrymen—particularly 
when you see them motionless, horse and 
man, holding solitary vigil on top of 
a sand dune. Sailor patrols riding 
bicycles, rifles strapped to their backs, 
are another curiosity I saw here on the

While the cellars of Middelkerke are 
bomb-proof, conversely the roofs are by 
no means rain-proof. The skyline has 
a moth-eaten appearance. I saw no na
tive inhabitants. About the first thing 
the Germans always do is to ship the 
non-combatants out of the danger zone 
whenever possible. It. was a deserted 
village. Even among the German sold
iers there seemed to be a, tendency to 
keep off the streets. Not even a chicken 
would cross the road in Middelkerke un
less ordered to by a superior officer. 
You were frankly a “wall flower” much 
of the time. You longed for the limbs 
of g fly, so that you could cling still 
closer, for the Germans were bombard
ing Nieuport and the British heavy guns 
were talking back. There is a sort of 
gentlemen’s agreement in force here. If 
the Germans shoot up Nieuport the Al
lies shell Westende and generally Mid
delkerke, too, into the bargain, and con
versely. And the further the Allies 
shoot the further the Germans do, too, 
and vice versa. ^

Ghost of a Promeaode.

With the Germans Fighting on the 
Coast, March 91—(Staff correspondent, 
New York Times)—As a permanent 
antidote to the motoring bug I unhesi
tatingly recommend an anti-Joy ride on 
the fast road that skirts the shore from 
Ostend to Nieuport, for jrhen you speed 
at forty miles an hour toward “distant 
cannonading^, it gets uncomfortably 
dose almost before you know it. Five 
American war correspondents came to 
a dead stop in the once pretty seaside 
town of Middelkerke—the past tense be
ing due to the English “Long Toms”— 
while Captain Kliever of the great gen
eral staff went on a "Schleich Patrouille” 
to stalk some sort of a general with a 
view to obtaining permission for our 
further advance on Nieuport.

Your own correspondent, bedded be
tween two middle western journalists, 
had just dosed off amid the luxurious 
upholstery of the Kaiser's military tour
ing ear when a bicycled ordonnance 
came pedaling along as if it were out to 
break the world’s record, but, mistaking 
us for officers, stopped to salute apd re
port that an allied aeroplane had just 
shed a bomb in the neighborhood, and 
that the town was being bombarded. Al
arums and excursions. Exeunt war cor
respondents from automobiles.

When you hear the big bass drum of 
the heavy artillery and little news items 
about aeroplane bombs dropping into 
town you become automatically athletic; 
you decide to take the joy riding kinks 
out of your legs; you “warm up” like a 
candidate for marathon honors; you 
become restless as a flea. You speculate 
on your chances of joining the immort- 

, ala, and look for the nearest bomb-proof 
■ cellar. You don’t have to look far.

Every cellar in MiddleKerke is as 
near bomb-proof as German ingenuity 
can make it. Barricades of sandbags are 
piled up on the sidewalks in front of 

keep the light and 
. I found an ideal

Veils or Goggles, He Says, Will 
Not Keep Out the Dust—Inter
esting Tales From Scene of
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It is said that eye troubles have been 
seriously affecting the Union Forces 
operating in German South-West Africa, 
and the union government has commis
sioned a well- known eye surgeon to re
port on the subject. He writes to a re
lative in England a letter from which 
we are able to give these interesting ex
tracts. He mentions, incidentally, that 
on the day after he left Garuba a Ger
man aeroplane dropped a bomb on the 
Red Cross hospital camp, destroying the 
operating tent and wounding nine men.
He left by the transport Colonial, and 
returned to British territory by the 
hospital ship Imbane. In the letter, writ
ten from the first named vessel, he says 
of his projected itinerary.

That will give me time to see what 
cases there are at Luderltz Bay, and get 
an idea of their number and character, 
and also I shall' go up to rail-head in 
the middle ef the desert and personally 
experience the effects of wind storms 
and dust and sun. I am taking np every 
sort of goggle and veil, and shall try all; 
my impression is they are over-estimat
ing the difficulties, as all the cases I’ve 
seen were very simple; but, of course, 
the fellows sent down are mostly suffer
ing from “cold feet,’ ’and want to save 
their faces by exaggerating the condi
tions.
Beer-Drinking Germans.

We arrived at Luderit* (Ludicrous 
they call it)' Bay this morning, after 
hanging about outside for some hours. 
.The mist was so thick that the captain b-, 
fumed the ship round and round in a 
circle till it cleared off and he could see 
the way in. The bay is a fine ofte, but 
the shore, looked at from the sea, la 
the most primitive looking concern yon 
can well imagine. It looks for all the 
world as if a child had been making 
mud pies and, growing tired, left them 
to dry unfinished; not a particle of 
vegetation, nothing but rocks and stones 
and sun; and nothing distinguished 
about the rocks either. •

We were met by a fine tug and landed. 
The doctor in charge of the stationary 
hospital here carried me off to his quart
ers. They do themselves much better 
here than we do*—I was given a com
fortable room, with a bed, blankets and 
sheets ! The mess is pleasant, and the 
food good.

The town itself is just spread over the 
rocks without any plan—no attempt to 
make streets or roads, which are all 
thick in sand and have no side walks. 
Tramlines for trolleys run everywhere. 
The houses are ugly and tawdry^ the 
furniture indescribable, but evidently, 
some of the people were rich, and spent 
lots of money—principally on beer. 
When our people came they found mil
lions and millions of empty bottles, and 
the stores of beer, wine, and spirits were 
prodigious. An ugly people, 
mans, in mind ahd body.
Fine Troops in the Desert

Describing the journey by train to 
Tshankail—a train which includes sev
eral large water tanks—the writer says*

There is no water all the way up 
here—a distance of forty-five miles—so 
it all has to be brought up by rail and 
every individual rationed on 1 Yt gallon 
daily. The country one comes through 
is extraordinary; it is desert, and no
thing but desert without vegetation 
cept that in widely separated spots 
comes across very sparse patches of a 
sort of dry bush and a little withered 
grass. There is practically no rainfall 
in this country, about one inch a year! 
The earlier part of the- journey was 
through pure sand dunes, which drift 
from place to place with the wind and 
in some places are several hundred feet 
high. The sand drifts into the shape of 
a crescent, the outer side being a grad
ual slope and quite firm underfoot, the 
inner, concave side beihg steep and soft, 
so soft that men have been engulfed in
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the cellar windows, to 
the shell splinters out. 
spot in which to be “under Are”—twen
ty feet under ground; a cosy sub-cellar, 
with salt water percolating through the 
roof. The Germans had dug it out In 
their spare moments, walled it with 
heavy beams, and upholstered the Inter
ior with sandbags, to serve as a season
able shelter for the anonymous general 
and his staff when the pace gets too hot 
for even professionals. As I might as 
well have been sitting in jail as in that 
comfortable sub-cellar staff cell, for the 
practical purposes of earning an honest 
living, I brushed aside my personal pre
ferences and emerged into the bright 
unlight for a stroll around the fire-swept 

streets' of Middelkerke, gunning for hu- 
lnterest and “vivid visualization”
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A tkt£American
ESO CROSS' 
EXHIBIT
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While Europe feels the greatest 
struggle in history the efficiency of 
the Red Cross is being put to the 
hardest test of its wonderful exist
ence. A larger army is now mar
shalled under its banner than under 
the flag of any one nation. It moves 
silently and steadily amidst the fierce 
din of battle, its marvelous effective
ness the result of the businesslike 
systematizing it has undergone with 
the years.

Appreciating the endeavors at the 
Red Cross, the great nations, despite 
the cataclysm in Europe, have in
stalled wonderful exhibits 
Francisco and have incorporated in 
these exhibits a tribute to the Red 
Cross. The United States and Japan 
in particular are devoting much at
tention to tide feature and the result

haS'beeiynost gratifyingto the thou- 

cent exhibit palaces of the Exposi-

Japan has one of the most ex
haustive exhibits along these lines, 
showing in detail how the wounded 
are cared for on the battle field and 
under fire. This exhibit is made 
vividly realistic by perfect wax 
models of the human figure, the 
surgeons and nurses being so true to 
life that a close study tit the figures 
is necessary to discern from living 
models. The Japanese exhibit, as 
well as that of we American Red 
Cross, is complets in every detail, 

to tile field téléphonés used for 
communicating wfUf the chief sur
geons, bases of Bekpital supplies and 
tiie hospitals themselves, which are

Exposition and its exhibits are prov
ing an interesting study in connec
tion with the Mine Rescue Service 
and the wonderfully effective emer- , 
gency service maintained at the ex
position. The use of oxygen and 
anaesthetics is demonstrated and the 
Red Cross exhibits as a whole are 
worthy of the great attention they 
are attracting. Several other for
eign countries will be equally as well 
represented as Japan and the United 
States within a few days and the 
completion of aB iexhibits, of this 
character will add another splendid 
accomplishment to those already 
achieved by the directors of thé greet 
exposition in bringing to its 86,006 
displays everything representative of 
the work ef the worlc

far removed from the scene of action. 
The exhibits show, in a remarkably 
clear manner, the uses of the,,latest 
surgical instruments as well as the 
various forms of sterilization with 
which each field outfit is equipped. 
The dressing of wounds is brought to 
the front by the use of lay figures, 
explaining clearly the care with 
which the wounded are handled. The 
most minute apparatus carried in the 
“Idts” of the Red Cross worker are 
exhibited, showing tpeir use, even 
down to the patent magnet, used for 
extracting particles of steel from the 
eye and thus saving the sight which 
otherwise might be lost.

Never in the history of world’s ex
positions has such, attention been 
given this wonderful organization as 
at thé Panama-Pacific International

tion.
s
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for the edification of-bomb-proof Times 
readers.
Work of the Shells

Here, on one corner, was a three- 
storey brick building with the roof shot 
away. A big, square, dirty-white cot
ton banner still draped the front, and he 
who ran could still read in red letters 
that the Sisters of St. Somebody were 
here running a relief station for starving 
Belgian children. Ï saw no sisters on 
the premises and the “children” at the 

’ windows had pale, unshaven faces. It 
was now a rest and convalescent station 

• for the Kaiser’s fighters who are “over- 
by the heat.” The sisters had evi

dently forgotten to take their sign down.
The Red Cross flag waves from the roof
less sanitarium.

Half way down a side street I saw 
above the portals of St. Joseph’s Church 
a statue of its patron saint, set in a 
niche in the wall with a weather eye 
looking out to sea. Did the Ehgiish, 
looking through their marine glasses, 
mistake the statue for a German artil
lery observer on a church- Did they 
think the plastered saint’s hand raised 
in pious benediction held a naughty tele
phone instrument? Heaven and some
body on an excited British cruiser only 
knows. I only know that a shell bored 
a gaping hole through the brick wall 
close to the statue, almost literally “cut
ting the ground from under his feet.”
But the slightly damaged statue con
tinues to occupy its dangerous perch, 
teaching the lesson that «Died shells are 
no respecters of churches.

I learned that not even the fighters 
themselves, officers and men, were al
lowed to go any further down the fire- 
swept highway and across the country 
to the “ultimate front” in the day time 
unless imperatively necessary; that the 
new shifts went to relieve the old ones 
in the trenches under cover of night; 
that ammunition supplies, hot soup in 
field kitchens, reserves, everything was 
brought up at night. The relentlessness 
of the artillery struggle here on the 
coast, tenser than anything I had found 
in Poland, or along the front in France, 
necessitates the new “night life.”
Comfort In Trendies.

A company of soldiers, more or less 
caked with dried mud, who, I was told, 
had come out of the front trenches at one-piece bathing suit has come into
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these Ger-• ah*

might be damaged "in consequence, even 
if correspondents were not. The gener
al’s logic was irrefutable, and admitted 
of no argument.

REPORTING FROM MEMORY.Many neat little wooden staircases built 
by the order-loving Germans, up the 
backs of the sand dunes, which are hon
eycombed with little German “war vil-

—, , . , _ „ , , ,__ , . las,” or “Understaende,” some with neat-
The local staff officer had brought sev. |y ’fenced off littlc backyards. There is

eral curios from his headquarters for evidence also that the Germans spend 
our edification—a paptured Indian dag- their spare time in landscape gardening. 
gçr, an ugly 9-inch blade of steel stained1 (Elision by the censor.) A field gray 
with dark blood ; an allied aerial light soldier hanging out socks on a clothes- 
cartridge that hadn’t “gone off.” and bne added a domestic touch to the pic- 
that looked to your correspondent like a turc.
small fire cracker attached to a white a peaceful land and seascape ! As far
cotton parachute, also a jagged piece of appearances went the dove of peace
steel, said to h*ife‘ been once an im- might have been brooding all over the 
tegral part of an alleged American shell, premises, the gentle cannonading didn’t 
It was not with malice aforethought destroy the illusion* You would never 
that the staff officer producel this treas- have suspected that Death was keeping 
ure; on the other hand, it wasn’t a mere regular office hours out here and doing a 
coincidence. Experts, he said, had deter- good business but for those self register- 
mined that it was an American “Gran- j„g barometers, your putteed legs, which 
atsplitter.” automatically indicate the danger point

By experience on two occasions at the. by a certain weak feeling, 
front on this trip was convincing of the When the allied flier came out to have 
truth of the reports I had heard in Ber- j a closer look at us, you moved to ad- 
lin, that there Is growing bitterness to- joum without waiting for the usyl “re
ward America an| Americans all along quest” and the motion was unanimously 
the fighting front in the west. carried;

The staff officer was decidedly optim
istic about the strength of the German 
positions, too, adding: “A landing by the 
English is now quite impossible.”

(Paragraph erased by the censor.)
I vyas invited to inspect the big bar

racklike structure on the shore, at the 
outskirts of Middlekerke, which the Ger
mans used as a military hospital, and 
particularly requested to note that Red 
Cross flags flying from the roof confer
red 'to immunity from British shells.
One wing had been completely wrecked 
by a big shell whether from a coast gun 
or battleship they did not know. We 
crawled into the cellar and saw blue 
skÿ overhead where the shell had drop
ped in through the roof, carrying two. 
floors crashing down with It These twq 
hospital wards didn’t look as if they had 
been very healthy places at the time- 
judging by the remains, the tangled 
mass of iron cots, bricks, beams, floor
ing, and plaster. The casualties had in
cluded one dead and two wounded for 
the sick had been carriedinto callers 
and sub-cellars when the bombardment 
started, on the chance that an occasional 
shell might “go wrong” - 

Half a mile further down the coast 
we were ushered to a high spot on top 
of those picturesque sand duhes where 
I gathered it wouldn’t make any par
ticular difference to the Germans if we 
did draw the English fire, because there 
was nothing damageable of military val
ue in our immediate vicinity. Why all 
this talk about English fire when the 
Belgian array is. supposed to be lined up 
against the Germans up here at the 
coast was explained by the fact that the 
Belgians heavy artillery support is Brit
ish. Even Americans acquire a modest, 
retiring disposition on sand dunes now 
I was quite satisfied with a five minute 
fieldglass sweep of the fascanating para
doxical war panorama.

The sun was low in the west; the 
Channel inordinately quiet ; not a ship 
of any kind in sight. You could through 
the slight haze, just see the shadowy 
blur which was Nieuport and nearer and 
clearer, Westende. Miles of deserted 
beach. Landward plowed fields ready for 
spring sowing. The skeleton of a wind
mill. Nothing doing, nothing stirring, 
cept a waggon column crawling like a 
caterpillar miles away, and right back 
of us a run-away cavalry horse with a 
dismounted sailor in profane pudsuit.
Puffs of smoke, showing where shells 
were arriving or departing on schedule 
time. A solitary allied aeroplane skim
ming high over the lines to the left.

fashion. You don’t want to build air 
castles among the 1915 model entangle-, 
ments of barbed wire. You can flirt 
once too often with shells and shrapnel.

These pebbled beaches are almost as 
dangerous now to the tired American 
business man and the weary war corre
spondent as in the good old summer time 
of peaceful memory, when the stage 
beauties of Brussels and Paris formed 
the garrison.

1 You take one quick, sweeping melan
choly look around the placid channel 
(not a British man of war in sight, you 
note surreptitiously), at the' shining 
strand, at the ghost of a gay promenade.

But not even the sinuous evolutions 
of a mermaid battalion could induce you 
to linger longer, because one of the 
Kaiser’s “blaue dungeons”—a sailor with 
a loaded gun in his hands—says it is 
verboten.” So you modestly and dis
creetly retreat.

Our chaperon, Kaptain Kliever, man
aged to find a local staff officer who 
gently, but firmly, declined to give us 
permission to motor any further toward 
Nieuport or even to hike pn foot. Not 
to the first German trenches, or the last 
German trenches; neither to visit West
ende nor inspect any of the heavy Ger- 

batteries, which were firing away 
“somewhere” ahead of us with tantaliz
ing frequency. The general had said an 
emphatic “no,” not because he had any 
lack of confidence in' our journalistic 
discretion and good faith, nor because he 
placed an excessive value on the lives 
of American reporters, but because a 
flock of correspondents prowling around 
batteries and trenches in broad daylight 
would automatically help to direct the 
allied fire, and trenches and batteries

come

When Note Taking Was Forbidden in 
House of Commons.

Holcroft’s feat in memorising the 
whole play of “Figaro,” after hearing it 
ten times, cqufd probably have been 
easily outdone by “Memory” Woodfall, 
who, in the days when note-taking was 
forbidden in the House of Commons, ac
quire, fame by his extraordinary pow
er of reporting from memory . the 
speeches he Jieard in that august as
sembly.

His usual attitude during a debate 
was to close his eyes apd lean forward, 
with both hands upon his stick, being 
so well acquainted with the tone and 
manner of the several speakers that he 
seldom changed his attitude save to 
eatch the name of a new member.

The speeches thus memorized he 
printed in bis journal, and so wonderfql 

his memory that he could retain 
full recollection of a debate a fortnight 
after, though having listened to many 
long nights of speaking in. the Interval. 
He used to say he could put any speech 
away on a corner shelf of his mind for 
future reference.—London Chronicle.
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it.The seaside promenade, only a block 
ahead, seems worth investigating, you 
do it gingerly, though, as if playing the 
childhood game of hide and seek. You 
peer around the corner of the deserted 
seaside hotels, you even get down on all- 
fours, like a dog, to sniff the salt air. 
But you have no overwhelming desire 
to hear what the wild waves are saying. 
Your German friends would probably 
think you were tiying to extract in
formation of military value from their 
monotonous monologue and your allied 
friends might equally misinterpret your 
neutral motives. There are infinite pos
sibilities for unpleasant misunderstand
ing here, since field gray instead of the

Half-way up the country alters to a 
wide, flat plain of sand and stones, witli 
great hare-looking mountains forty or 
fifty miles to the eastward. Here there 
is a tented camp of 4,500 men under 
General Mac ken sic. It is the centre of 
the plain, and of all the ghastly places 
I have ever been In it is the worst, far 
worse than the painted desert of Ari
zona, for there isn’t a particle of ve 
tation to be seen for miles, nothing 
rocks and stones and sand and biasing 
sun. Unfortunately for my purpose it 
has been fine, with no wind and very 
little dust. Unfortunate because the 
purpose of my visit is to experiment 
and unless there is dust tomorrow my 
mission will have failed.

In spite of the uncomfortable and try
ing conditions I ‘must say the troops all 
look very fit. It has been demoralizing 
having to wait here so long, but that 
was the fault of the rebellion, and now i 
they expect to move on to “Aus,” 
which means “out;” just that and no
thing more—“out” of the desert.
A Sand Storm.
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Father Morriscy's
Stomach Remedy for the cure of Dys
pepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn, Gas on 
Stomach, Sourness and all forms of 
stomach troubles. No Cure—No Pay. 
Price 50c. All Druggists.
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“Ebony Swells Minstrels.” t.f.
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MADE IN CANADA
A man is as old as his arteries. The walls 
of the arteries grow thick and hard through a 
constant high-proteid diet. Cut out heavy 
meats for a while and eat SHREDDED WHEAT. It 
will postpone old age and help you keep the buoy
ancy and vigor of youth. Contains all the body
building material in the whole wheat grain in its 
most digestible form. It contains the bran coat 
—Nature’s laxative for keeping the bowels healthy 
and active. Why not be “a youngster at fifty ? ”

The doctor saw several cases up 
country and over 200 on his return to 
Luderits—“Angra Pequena as it is to 
be called once more,” he mentions, and 
continues :

I have had only one experience of 
what the dust can be like, and that was 
on the way down from Tshankail. 1 
found it was nonsense to talk about 
veils or goggles keeping it out. Nothing 
can keep it out, it goes right through 
one’s shirt, and they tell me that in a 
bad storm it goes bang through the 
tents—that is, to say, through the can
vas.

The Imbaue (hospital ship on which 
he returned) is. a beautlfuly equipped 
ship, capable of taking about 400 sick; 
better fitted up than the old Simla and 
her colleagues in 1900. Yesterday we 
touched at Port Nolloth to take in more 
sick. An open roadstead, no hacbor at 
all, and nothing to be seen but sand and 
iron-roofed houses. Not an attractive 
spot, and, of course, only exists because 
of the big copper mines fifty miles in
land at Ookiep.

By the way, a great event happeneil 
when I was up at Swakopmund, the 
Swakop River, which usually runs un
derground, came down in flood—four 
feet deep. It has not shown water above 
the surface for fifteen years ! One of our 
regiments was crossing its bed at the 
time, and got a fine bath, not unwel
come when your water allowance for 
all purposes Is a gallon a day.

Shredded Wheat is made In two forms, BISCUIT 
and TRISCUIT—the Biscuit for breakfast with 
milk or cream, or with fruits; Triscult, the 
wafer-toast, delicious for luncheon with butter 
or soft cheese, or for any meal as a substitute 
for white flour bread. ex-
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NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO
Toronto Office : 49 Wellington Street East
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“MADE IN CANADA*

Ford Runabout 
Price $540

Y our neighbor drives a Ford—why don't 
you? We are selling more Fords in 
Canada this year than ever before—be
cause Canadians demand the best in 
motor car service at the lowest possible 
cost The “Made in Canada” Ford is 
a necessity—not a luxury.
Touring Car $*90; Town Car price on application. 
Prices f. o. b. Ford, Ont.—All Ford t cars are fully 
equipped, including electric headlight*. No cars 
sold Unequipped. Buyers of Ford cars will share 
in our profits if we sell 30,000 cars between Aug
ust I, 1914 and August I, 1915.

St John Branch, ’Phone Main 3806.
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